
Analytical Review

The Blood Groups. Three Fundamental Problems-
Serology, Genetics and Nomenclature

By ALEXANDER S. WIENKE

T HE TURN OF THE present century witnessed two events of funda-

mental interest to immunohematology-the rediscovery of Mendel’s

laws of heredity, and the announcement by Dr. Karl Landsteiner’ that the

serum of one normal individual can agglutinate the red cells of another normal

individual. In 1901, based on this reaction of isoagglutination, Landsteiner2

identified three blood groups, while the fourth and rarest, group AB, was

identified the following year by Decastello and Sturli,� the latter being one

of his pupils. Landsteiner immediately recognized that these individual blood

differences depended on the presence in human sera of isoagglutinins of two

distinct specificities, which he designated as anti-A and anti-B, and the pres-

ence in the red cells of two corresponding agglutinogens. Landsteiner thus

laid the foundation for the present-day designation of the four blood groups

as 0, A, B and AB. He also immediately pointed out the significance of his

discovery for blood transfusion, but there were so few immunohematologists

at that time that little attention was paid to his findings. The blood groups

were rediscovered in 1907 by Jansk�,4 and again in 1910 by Moss.5 Those

two workers designated the four l)lood groups simply with the Roman

numerals I, II, III and IV, but each of them named the groups in a different

numerical order. They thus initiated a controversy concerning the nomen-

clature of the A-B-O blood groups.

In 1908, Epstein and Ottenberg6 carried out the first studies on blood

groups in families, but since they used the Moss numbers for designating

the groups, they were unable to gain any insight into the mechanism of their

heredity. In 1910, von Dungern and Hirszfeld,7 using Landsteiner’s nomen-

clature, did further family studies and proposed their theory that the A-B-O

blood groups were inherited by two independent pairs of genes-one pair, A

and a, determining the presence or absence of agglutinogen A, and the other

pair, B and b, the presence or absence of agglutinogen B. Although they did

not realize it, they thus initiated a controversy concerning the exact mech-

anism of heredity of the A-B-O blood groups.

In 1911, von Dungern and Hirszfeld8 observed that when group B serum,
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BLOOD GROUPS-THREE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 111

containing the isoagglutinin anti-A, was absorbed with certain group A cells

( presently known as subgroup A2 ) , a fraction of the isoagglutinins remained

behind in the serum which was capable of clumping the red cells of most

but not all group A cells-namely, the subgroup presently designated as sub-

group A1. Without realizing it, they thus initiated a third kind of controversy,

regarding the nature of the specificity of serologic reactions.

Before the A-B-O blood groups could be fully understood, and if real

progress was to be made in the field of blood grouping, there were thus three

problems of fundamental significance that had to be resolved: nomenclature,

genetics and serology. Although the nomenclature, genetics and serology of

the A-B-O blood groups are, with minor exceptions, well understood at pres-

ent, this is not the case for the Rh system of red cell antigens. It is the purpose

of this review to show how the nature of the A-B-O system was eventually

clarified, and to indicate how the principles learned from that experience can

be applied to resolve conflicting views of the Rh system.

The problem of how the A-B-O blood groups are inherited was first to be

solved, not by an immunohematologist, but by a mathematician, Professor

Felix Bernstein. Bernstein solved the problem, not by the study of families

( in fact, the results of family studies were misleading because of the high per-

centage of errors in blood grouping caused by the poor quality of the testing

sera available at the time ) , but by adapting the methods of population genetics

to the blood groups. ( In 1908 Hardy,9 a British mathematician, and Wein-

berg,1#{176}a German physician, had independently derived what is presently

known as the Hardy-Weinberg law.#{176}) Bernsteinhl1C showed that the blood

groups could not be inherited by independent pairs of genes, because this

would imply the following relationship among the frequencies of the four

blood groups: 0 x AB = A x B,t which did not hold for the data avail-

able to Bernstein-namely, the distribution of the A-B-O blood groups in

different ethnic groups which were studied by the Hirszfelds in the Balkans

during World War I. Bernstein then proposed his own theory of heredity by

three allelic genes, A, B, and 0 ( presently also designated as I-i, � and 1#{176}) .1

According to Bernstein’s theory, group AB parents cannot have group 0 chil-

dren, and group 0 parents cannot have group AB children, possibilities which

were not excluded by von Dungern and Hirszfeld’s theory of independent

pairs of allelic genes. Although the earlier family studies contained numerous

exceptions to the Bernstein theory, these were evidently due mainly to errors

#{176}According to the Hardy-Weinberg law. if p and q represent the frequencies of a pair

of allelic genes A and a, respectively. then. under panmixia, the three possible genotypes

will be distributed according to the expansion of the binomial ( p + (j)2; viz., AA = p2,

Aa = Zpq and aa = q2.

fThe bar above the letters is used in the conventional manner to represent the fre-

quency ( percentage ) of the blood groups.

t If p. q and r represent the frequencies of genes A, B and 0, respectively, then ac-

cording to the Hardy-Weinberg law, Bernstein’s genotypes should be distributed ac-

cording to the expansion of the trinomial (p + q + r)2; viz., 00 = r2, AA = p2, ItO =

2pr, BB = q2, BO = 2qr and AB = 2pq.
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112 ALEXANDER S. WIENER

in technic since they did not occur in later studies, including my own re-

ported in 1928. In a large series of families I found1� no group 0 mothers

with group AB children, nor group AB mothers with group 0 children,

though these combinations occasionally occurred with respect Jo the pater

familias, due to illegitimacy.

The idea of separate gene pairs for the two agglutinogens was not aban-

doned so quickly, however. Some workers’4’15 suggested that separate gene

pairs did exist, but within the same chromosome, so that the gene pairs A-a

and B-b were linked. Bernstei&6’17 then showed that in populations under-

going panmixia ( random mating) , the distribution of the A-B-O groups under

such a theory would have to satisfy the same relationship, 0 x AB = A x B,

the only effect of linkage being to delay the attainment of equilibrium. This

argument was not applicable, however, to the hypothesis of complete linkage

proposed by Furuhata,15 who substituted the gene couplets (Ab ), ( aB ), and

( al) ) for Bernstein’s three allelic genes. However, workers in the field of

blood grouping were not misled by Furuhata’s suggestion, and recognized

that the difference between completely linked genes and multiple alleles is

purely a semantic one, since in either case one is dealing with a single

operational unit. Thus, Furuhata’s suggestion was recognized for what it

was-namely, merely as another way of presenting Bernstein’s theory of

multiple allelic genes.#{176}

The solution of the serologic problem presented by the subgroups of A

followed naturally after the problem of heredity of the blood groups was

resolved. Coca and Klein,22 in 1923, and others rediscovered von Dungern

and Hirszfeld’s subgroups of A. According to those workers group B serum

contained not one but two kinds of isoagglutinins, which they designated as

anti-A and anti-C. They distinguished two subtypes of group A, one with two

agglutinogens A and C ( corresponding to our present subgroup A, ) , the

other with agglutinogen A alone ( our present subgroup A2 ) . Thus, the

specificities A and C were considered by them to be on the same level with

respect to one another as A and B. Landsteiner and Witt,23 and Landsteiner

and Levine,24’25 working with so-called irregular isoagglutinins and cold ag-

glutinins, found that certain individuals of group A and group AB ( those now

known to be of subgroups A2 and A2B ) occasionally had isoantibodies in

their sera reacting with other group A and group AB cells ( those cone-

sponding to the subgroups presently known as A1 and A,B ) . They called the

#{176}Furuhata’s hypothesis did include an ingenious suggestion to account for the reciprocal

relationship between the agglutinogens A and B in the red cells and the isoagglutinins

anti-A and anti-B in the serum; he postulated that the agglutinogens A and B were

determined by genes A and B, the alleles of which, a and b, determined the isoagglutinins

anti-A and anti-B, respectively. It is now known, however, that the isoagglutinins are not

gene determined; instead the natural isoagglutinins are evidently of heterogenetic immune

origin,’9 because A-like and B-like substances are ubiquitous in nature. However, the

kind of agglutinogen on the red cells does “canalize” the immune response, under the

mechanism variously designated “horror autotoxicus” (Ehrlich), “immunologic paralysis”

(Felton ) ,20 and “immunologic tolerance” or “immunologic unresponsiveness.”21 This ac-
counts for the negative association between agglutinogens and isoagglutinmns.
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BLOOD GROUPS-THREE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 113

antibody in question anti-A1, and they thus subdivided group A into t�vo

subgroups, AA1 ( AC ) and A. Obviously, Landsteiner and Witt’s anti-A1 was

the same as Coca and Klein’s anti-C. Landsteiner and Levine also found in

rare sera from persons of the subgroups now called A, and A1B an iso-

antibody reacting with cells of the subgroups now called A2 and A2B;

they called the second antibody anti-A2. Based on these findings they then

named the subgroups of A, AA1 and AA2, respectively, thus implying that the

specificities A, B, A1 and A2 were all on the same level. The first evidence that

this was incorrect came from Schiff’s2#{176}report on anti-O from normal bovine

serum, since it turned out that Landsteiner and Levine’s anti-A2 reacted with

all group 0 cells and had the same specificity as Schiff’s anti-O. Thus, the

designation anti-A2 was inappropriate.* The more significant evidence, how-

ever, came from heredity studies. It will be recalled that the mating AB X 0

produces 50 per cent group A and 50 per cent group B children. If Land-

steiner’s A1 ( C of Coca and Klein ) were related to A in the same way that B

is related to A, then the mating AA1 X 0 ( Coca and Klein’s AC X 0, presently

designated A, x 0) should yield 50 per cent group A and 50 per cent A, (C)

children,f but there is no subgroup having A1 ( C ) without A under their con-

cept. Actually, in the most common mating of the type in question-namely,

where the so-called subgroup AA1 parent is heterozygous-half the children

are like this parent and of the so-called subgroup AA,, while the other half

are group 0. This shows that the postulated two agglutinogens A and A1 (C)

in individuals of so-called subgroup AAi would have to be inherited in a

block, and do not separate like the agglutinogens A and B of group AB

blood. Thus, the relationship between the postulated agglutinogens A and

A, (C) is evidently not the same as the relationship between agglutinogens

A and B.

Here was a paradox. In some cases where red cells reacted with two dif-

ferent antisera, the two agglutinogens determined by the two reactions were

genetically separable, as shown by family studies, while in other cases the

two “agglutinogens” were not genetically separable but inherited together as

a block. This seeming paradox is resolved when the difference between an

agglutinogen and a blood factor ( serologic specificity ) is understood.25’2#{176}

What the agglutination test determines is a serologic specificity ( blood factor),

an extrinsic attribute, from which the presence of a corresponding agglutino-

gen molecule ( antigen ) on the surface of the red cells is inferred ( table 1).

As shown by Landsteiner and van der Scheer’sao experiments with artificial

antigens made by diazotizing proteins with substances of known chemical

structure, a relatively simple antigen can stimulate the production of more

than one kind of antibody. This was proved by the cross reactions of the

antisera with other artificially conjugated antigens having determinant groups

#{176}Conversely, Schiff’s symbol, anti-O, is misleading, since the reactions of the anti-

serum are not restricted to group 0 cells. The modern symbol, anti-H, for reagents of

this specificity is free from such objections.

f As recently as 1950, Dacie27 wrote, “Group A1 is probably of genotype AA1 and

group A2 of genotype AO.”
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1 14 ALEXANDER S. WIENER

of known chemical structure, and by absorption experiments with the anti-

gens. Thus, a single antigen (or agglutinogen) can have more than one sero-

logic specificity (blood factor); i.e., there is not a one-to-one correspondence

between agglutinogens and serologic specificities (blood factors).

After Landsteiner’s studies had established the chemical basis of serologic

specificity, some workers began to confound serologic specificities with de-

terminant ( combining ) groups within the antigen molecule. For example,

when an agglutinogen such as A1 was shown to have two specificities A and

I , two determinant groups within the agglutinogen molecule were as-

stimed-namelv, one for A and the other for A1. In this way, a one-to-one

correspondence i)etween determinant groups and antibodies was postulated.

But this is no different in principle from the presumed idea of separate ag-

glutinogen molecules A and A,. As a matter of fact, there can be multiple

specificities ( blood factors ) corresponding to a single determinant group be-

cause the combining sites for different antibodies can overlap or even coin-

cide. Summarizing, a blood factor ( serologic specificity ), as I have defined

it, is an e.rtrinsic attribute of an agglutinogen molecule while the determinant

group is an intrin�iic attribute, viz., a structural component, and the two must

not be confused ( table 1).

The usual description of the isoagglutinins of the four A-B-0 groups gives

aiiti-A and anti-B as the antibodies in group 0 serum. This implies that

group 0 serum is comparable to a simple mixture of anti-A and anti-B serum.

Actually, absorption experiments show the presence of a third isoantibody in

group 0 serum, that “cross reacts” with both group A and group B red cells.3133

This “cross reacting” antibody has been assumed by some workers to be due

to fusion of anti-A and anti-B molecules, or to antibody molecules with two

different combining sites. However, this does not explain why, for example,

injection of group A l)lood or group substance A into group 0 individuals

causes the anti-B titer to rise as �vell as the anti-A titer. The most reasonable

explanation is that group 0 serum contains a third isoantibody, anti-C, de-

fining a serologic specificity C shared by red cells of groups A, B, and AB,

and lacking from group 0 cells. Again, this does not mean that group A

cells have two agglutinogens, A and C, or that group B cells have two ag-

glutinogens, B and C. In fact, the combining sites for anti-A and anti-C of

agglutinogen A may even coincide, and similarly for agglutinogen B ( fig. 1).

The third problem, that of the nomenclature of the A-B-O groups, was the

last to be solved, perhaps because workers did not consider nomenclature

important. Landsteiner himself used the Jansky numbers in many of his

papers. As late as 1928, Kennedy34 circulated a questionnaire to numerous

hospitals in the U. S. and Canada to determine which of the three current

nomenclatures they used : Moss, Jansky, or the letters A and B. Kennedy’s

questionnaire showed that most hospitals at the time used the Moss numbers.

But such important scientific problems are not resolved merely by taking

a vote.

In his Nobel prize address in 1930, Landstein&5 used his A-B-O nomen-

clature exclusively. The reason, of course, was that it is difficult or impossible
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Table 1.-Blood Factors as Extrinsic Attributes of Agglutinogen Molecules; and
Their Analogy to Other Kinds of Extrinsic Attributes

Extrinsic Attributes

Substance Intrinsic Attributes Nature or Name of Attribute

Red cells Agglutinogens

Antibodies Serologic specificities

Antibodies Combining groups

Matter Mass

Glucose Carbonyl group

Light waves Frequency and wave

length

Sound wav� Form. frequency and

amplitude of waves

Vapors Molecular structure of
suspended particles

Matter Form

Locks Number and location of Ability to be opened
tumblers

Foods Chemical composition Taste or flavor

This table was prepared because some

factors a stumbling block.

workers find the difference between agglutinogens and blood

#{176}Yet,as recently as 1962, Race and Sanger37 wrote, “It is generally believed that A1
has two antigens A and A,, while A2 has only one, A.”

BLOOD GROUPS-THREE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 115

Antigens

(aggluti-

nogens)

Antisera

Blood factors (sero-

logic specificities)

Determinant groups Serologic specificities

Serologic speelficities

Weight

Ability to reduce

copper solutions

Color sensation

Quality of sound

sensation

Odor

Appearance

Dctecting t)CV1CC

Antisera; blood grouping sera;

lectins; and their agglutina-

tion reactions

Specific antisera; ayglutination,

precipitation and other

reactions

Ability to combine with specific

antigens, as shown by ag-

glutination and other reactions

Combination with specific antigens

Ability to stretch a spring in

a gravitational field--e.g..

using a spring scale

Reaction with Benedict’s solution

or Fehling’s solution, etc.

Human eye

Human ear

Human nose

Human eye: camera and photo-
graphic plate

Keys and other devices

Human tongue

to explain the subgroups of A, and the heredity of the A-B-0 blood groups

and subgroups, when numbers are used. It was not until about 1940, how-

ever, that the numbers were entirely discarded and the A-B-0 nomenclature

used exclusively in clinical medicine as well as in scientific journals. Sadly,

this was not for scientific reasons, but because of the exigencies of World War

II, and because the two different methods of numbering the groups had been

responsible for dangerous mistakes.

A suitable nomenclature must be terse for facility of use, the symbols must

give some clue as to what they represent, and, most important, they must not

distort or misrepresent the facts. An adequate nomenclature for blood groups

must take into account the three distinct entities-genes, agglutinogens and

blood factors-for reasons already discussed. Therefore, I have adopted3�

the convention previously used that symbols for genes be printed in italics,

while symbols for agglutinogens are printed in regular type, and have added

the convention that symbols for blood factors and their corresponding anti-

bodies be printed in boldface type. For example, gene F’ � (A’) determines

) the agglutinogen A1, having the blood factors (serologic specificities ) A,

A1 and C ( among others ) #{176}Thus, it can be seen that the solution of the
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Fig. 1.-Diagrammatic representation of the nature of cross reactions. The letters
A, B, and C have no reference to the A-B-O blood groups, but are used to designate
any hy�othetic serologic factors.

116 ALEXANDER S. WIENER

1)rolle1� of 1)100(1 nomenclature is intimately linked to the problems of blood

serology and gelletics. Precise nomenclature not only makes possible the

precise reporting of facts, but also when using a nomenclature, one is subtly

l)cing taught what the symbols imply. Therefore, the careful use of a correct

nomenclature serves to give a better insight and to prevent errors, and thus

helps to promote the progress of the subject.

In 1927, Landsteiner and Levinets imm,ii�iz�d rabbits with human red

cells, and from the antisera they prepared reagents of three different specifi-

cities designated anti-M, anti-N, and anti-P, respectively. ( The symbols M

and N were taken from the word “iMmuNe.” ) The blood factors M and N

detected by the first two antisera proved to be related, since they defined only

three kinds of blood, \l + N - , NI - N + , and M + N + ; type M - N - was

nonexistent. Moreover, by family studies, Landsteiner and Levine39 were

able to demonstrate that the three types, NI, N, and MN, are inherited by a

pair of allelic genes M and N (presently designated also LM and LN). This

theory has been confirmed by the methods of population genetics, by apply-

ing the Hardy-Weinberg formulas, p2 M, 2pq MN, and q2 N, where

J) and (j represent the frequencies of the allelic genes ?%I and N respectively,

and \I, N, and MN are the frequencies of the three phenotypes. Thus, the

situation appeared to be quite simple, and it is now customary when teaching

the genetics of the blood groups to start with the M-N types, which are used

as a model. In this system, the observations give an impression of a one-to-one

correspondence not only l)etween genes and agglutinogens, but also between

agglutinogens and antibodies, so that there is a tendency to lose sight of the

distinction between agglutinogens and blood factors ( serologic specificities).

Actually, the situation for the M-N types is also complex, as will be seen.

The next advance resulted from studies of human-type blood factors in

nonhuman primates. In 1925, Landsteiner and Miller40 demonstrated the
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BLOOD GROUPS-THREE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEMS 117

presence in anthropoid apes of blood groups indistinguishable from the human

A-B-O groups.#{176} In chimpanzees they found blood groups corresponding to

human groups A and 0; in orangutans and gibbons, groups A, B and AB

but not 0, while in gorillas and monkeys they observed red cells giving

little or no reactions with anti-A and anti-B sera, aside from those due to the

presence of B-like agglutinogens on the red cells of New World monkey. How-

ever, the failure of monkey red cells to react with anti-A and anti-B sera

was not due to their being of group 0, since in the sera of only occasional

monkeys were both the expected agglutinins anti-A and anti-B found; in-

stead, most monkey sera either contained anti-A alone, or anti-B alone, or

neither agglutinin. It later occurred to me that the explanation might be that

the group specific substances were present in body fluids and secretions

though not on the red cells. Indeed, together with Candela and Goss,42,4:l

by testing monkey’s saliva by the inhibition technic I was able to show that

they could be divided into the same four groups, 0, A, B, and AB, and that

Landsteiner’s rule held for monkeys as well as apes and man, except that

the reciprocal relationship was between group specific substances in secre-

lions ( instead of red cells ) and agglutinins in the serum.

At about the same time, my interest also turned to the problem of the

presence of M and N blood factors in nonhuman primates. Previous workers

had obtained conflicting results, since some, for example, reported the pres-

ence in rhesus red cells of the M agglutinogen while others reported its ab-

sence. When the tests were carried out with a large number of anti-M and

anti-N reagents prepared from immune rabbit sera for human red cells, it

was found44’45 that anti-M reagents of at least four or five distinct specificities

existed, judging from the cross reactions with nonhuman primate red cells.

Similarly, at least two different specificities of anti-N were shown to exist.

The corresponding blood factors M., M.., M..., M., . . . are shared by all

human red cells having agglutinogen M, and the blood factors N., Ni.. . .

are shared by all human red cells having agglutinogen N. Thus, the situa-

tion for the M-N types is not as simple as it seemed at first. For example,

gene M determines an agglutinogen M having not merely a single but multi-

pie blood factors M., M.. , M... , M. , . . . and similarly for gene N. This

again serves to emphasize the importance of the distinction between agglutino-

gens and blood factors, because the findings are incomprehensible on the

basis of a simple one-to-one correspondence between agglutinogens and

antibodies.

Since, as had previously been found by Schiff and Adelsberger,4#{176} selected

#{176}Humansera containing anti-A or anti-B agglutinins cannot be used directly for typing

) nonhuman primate blood because of the presence of interfering nonspecific beteroag-

glutinins. For their studies, therefore, Landsteiner and Miller41 used purified” reagents

prepared by elution from red cells, or by suitable absorption of rabbit immune sera

for human red cells. In the more recent studies done by me with Dr. J. Moor-Jankowski,

we have used human antisera absorbed with group 0 chinipanzee red cells, and lectins

prepared, for example, by extracting lima bean seeds.
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1 18 ALEXANDER 5. WIENER

immune rabbit sera for sheep red cells give reactions with human red cells

of specificity corresponding to anti-A, and since selected immune rabbit sera

for rhesus red cells given reactions corresponding to anti�M,* it occurred to

L:mndsteiner and me that the immunization of rabbits and other animals with

nonhuman blood should yield reagents capable of detecting previously un-

known individual specificities of human red cells. Indeed, it was found that

sonic of our antirhesus sera did define a new individual specificity of human

red c�’lls, which we designated the rhesus or Rh factor of human red cells.47

The discovery of the Rh factor was of more than academic interest, be-

cause Rh sensitization proved to he the most common cause of intragroup

transfusion reactions,45 as well as of erythroblastosis fetalis.49 The sera of

patients who have had such transfusion reactions, and the sera of mothers of

babies with Rh hemolytic disease, generally contain antibodies paralleling

in specificity the antirhesus sera of Landsteiner and Wiener. However, as was

to be expected, the antirhesus monkey sera and the anti-Rho sera (as the

human anti-Rh sera were designated ) are not identical in specificity, since,

for example, human anti-Rh,, sera do not react with rhesus monkey red cells.

It was soon found that certain posttransfusion sera gave reactions related

to, though not identical with, anti-Rh,, For example, an antibody, presently

designated anti-rh’, was found,50’51 which gave 70 per cent positive reactions

with red cells from Caucasians, while the original anti-Rh0 gave 85 per cent

positive reactions. This immediately raised the question of the relationship

between the blood factors Rh, and rh’. That these two factors were not in-

dependent of one another was proveda2 by using the methods of population

genetics, in the same way that Bernstein had disproved the theory of von

Dungern and Hirszfeld for the A-B-0 groups. The question still remained

whether Rh0 and rh’ were related to one aonther like A and B, or like A

and A,.

Of course, the problem could have been solved by the study of families, as

in the case of the subgroups of A. However, because suitable families were

not immediately available, the technic of population genetics were applied.52

Consider, for example, the general case of two antisera, anti-X and anti-Y,

determining the corresponding blood factors X and Y. If these blood factors

characterize agglutinogens which are determined by allelic genes ( like the

human agglutinogens A and B of group AB ), then the phenotype X+Y+
can never exceed 50 per cent in a population undergoing panmixia.52 How-

ever, the incidence of the phenotype can exceed 50 per cent if the blood

factors are related to one another, not like A and B, but like A and A,.29’53

#{176}Since selected anti-M reagents agglutinated rhesus red cells, it was natural to attempt

to produce anti-M reagents from sera of rabbits immunized with rhesus red cells. Indeed,

it did prove possible to produce in this way anti-M reagents of high specificity and titer.45

Anti-M reagents prepared from sera of rabbits immunized with rhesus monkey red cells

would not necessarily have the same specificity as similar reagents prepared by im-

munizing rabbits with human M cells, or with chimpanzee red cells. Nevertheless, all the

diverse anti-M reagents gave parallel reactions in tests on human red cells.
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Since it was known that the frequency of the type Rh�+rh’ + was 70 per

cent, a one-to-one corespondence between genes and blood factors was not

possible in this case. Therefore two associated blood factors Rh0 and rh’,

characterizing a single agglutinogen Rh,, (like the blood factors A and A1 of

agglutinogen A1 ), had to be postulated.52

Other human antisera were found54 which gave 30 per cent positive re-

actions. These are presently designated as anti-rh”. Factor rh” proved to be

related to factor Rh0 in a manner similar to the relationship between rh’ and

Rh0. We have shown that the three antisera in combination determine eight

Rh types,55 which are inherited by a series of allelic genes.56 For example,

gene r determines agglutinogen rh, which lacks all three Rh factors; gene r’

determines agglutinogen rh’, characterized by factor rh’; etc. ( table 2 ) . This

theory has been supported by the results of family studies,5759 as well as

by the methods of population genetics.

Levine et al.”� discovered an Rh blood factor which, because of its seeming

reciprocal relationship to Rh, he designated as Hr. Actually, this factor is,

with rare exceptions, reciprocally related to blood factor rh’, as later pointed

out,60’#{176}’and it is therefore presently known#{176}2 as hr’. This additional blood

factor fits readily into the scheme as another specificity characterizing some

of the agglutinogens now designated as Rh-Hr agglutinogens.#{176} Blood factor

Rh. appears to have a special position in the system, and therefore that

symbol has a capital R while all other symbols have small r’s.t

In 1944, R. A. Fisher#{176}� postulated that just as hr’ is reciprocally related to

rh’, so there must also exist a blood factor hr” reciprocal to rh”, and a blood

factor Hr0 reciprocal to Rh0. At the same time he changed the symbols for

the Rh factors from Rh0, rh’ and rh” to D, C, and E, respectively, and used

the letters d, c and e for the postulated reciprocal factors. Furthermore, he

proposed that the various factor pairs, D-d, C-c and E-e, were inherited by

corresponding pairs of allelic genes, inherited as linked triplets. Thus, he

revived the theory of linkage already considered and disproved two years

previously. However, because of the simplicity of its implied postulation of

a one-to-one correspondence between agglutinogens and antibodies, the Fisher

theory achieved wide popularity.

The initial findings seemed to support Fisher’s ideas.#{176}4The very rare genes

#{176}Thepopulation test which proved that Rh0 and rh’ were not independent of one

another at the same time ruled out the possibility of inheritance by linked genes, since

the only effect of linkage is to delay the attainment of equilibrium under panmixia, as

Bernstein had pointed out previously in the case of the A-B-O groups. One could, of

course, also have discussed the possibility of complete linkage, such as Furuhata had
proposed for the A-B-O groups. However, this was a matter of semantics only. because

completely linked genes would have to be considered as operational units. Tlwrefore.

there was no reason to mention this possibility.

fThat blood factor Rh0 has a special position follows from its greater antigenicity, and

corresponding greater clinical importance. Moreover, no factor reciprocally related to Rh,
has been found, as do exist for rh’ and rh”. Furthermore, the combining site for factor

Rh0 can be blocked without interfering with the reactions of the other Rh-Hr antisera.�6
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Table 2.-The Rh Series of Allelic Genes#{176}

Genes Agglutinogens Blood Factors

r rh None

r’ rh’ rh’

r” rh” rh”

t�’ rh� rh’ and rh”

Re Rh0 Rh0
R’ Rh1 Rh0 and rh’

R2 Rh� Rh,, and rh”

R: Rh7 Rh0 rh’ and rh”

51n this table only the three Rh factors. Rh,, rh’ and rh”, are taken into account.

TI’ and Rz ( designated dCE and DCE, respectively, in Fisher’s nomenclature)

were postulated by him to be the result of rare crossing-over in individuals

of genotypes such as dCe/dcE and DCe/DcE, and the methods of popula-

tion genetics appeared to support this idea. Moreover, the predicted anti-

bodies, anti-e and anti-d, were soon reported.#{176}5’67

Evidence was developed, however, which appeared to refute the Fisher

hypothesis. Thus, extensive family studies failed to disclose a simple instance

of crossing-over,08 and new population studies no longer appeared to support

his statistical predictions.69 Fisher then introduced again the concept of

complete linkage, which is comparable to Furuhata’s theory of linked gene

couplets for the A-B-O groups. Shapiro7#{176} found a different blood factor which

closely resembled the postulated e in specificity, which he designated as hr5,

so that there now were at least two and instead of a single blood factor

fulfilling the requirements of Fisher’s little e. Moreover, a series of blood

factors, RhA, RhB, RhC, RhD, etc., was foundT174 which closely resembled

Rh,) in specificity, so that there were now at least five different factors filling

the requirements of Fisher’s D. Finally, it was shown75’76 that the supposed

anti-d serum was devoid of anti-Hr0 ( “anti-d” ) specificity, though anti-hr’

( “anti-c” ) was present. It is considered today that the supposed anti-d may

have had the specificity presently designated as anti-hr ( f or ce in the Fisher-

Race nomenclature ) .� Though many thousands of Rh-Hr antisera have been

tested to date, none has been found having the predicted specificity anti-d.

It is of interest to compare Bernstein’s contributions to the A-B-O blood

groups with Fisher’s contributions to the Rh-Hr blood types, as they relate to

the problems of serology, genetics and nomenclature. As has been pointed

out, before Bernstein applied his mathematic genetic knowledge to the

problem, it had been believed that the A-B-O groups were inherited by

separate gene pairs A-a, and B-b, but Bernstein showed that heredity was by

multiple allelic genes. That was Bernstein’s important contribution. It then

seemed natural to assume the existence of an antiserum anti-O specific for

the agglutinogen of group 0 blood, just as anti-A was specific for agglutino-

gen A and anti-B was specific for agglutinogen B. Confusion resulted when

Schiff described the antibody in bovine serum that seemed to fulfill this

prediction. It turns out that sera that detect the “product of gene 0” probably
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do not exist;#{176}and that sera and lectins reacting like Schiff’s so-called “anti-

0” have a different specificity-namely, anti-H.78 Thus, the idea that one

can predict serologic specificities from a genetic theory delayed full under-

standing of the nature of anti-H reagents for several decades. As has been

shown, each agglutinogen has multiple corresponding serologic specificities

( blood factors ), and since the number of these is theoretically unlimited,

their nature is largely unpredictable. As far as the nomenclature of the

A-B-O blood groups is concerned, the present designations of the phenotypes

are based on Landsteiner’s elucidation of their serology, while the symbols

for the genotypes quite properly take into account Bernstein’s theory of

multiple alleles.

In the case of the Rh-Hr types, the conclusions of the present author COil-

cermng serology, genetics and nomenclature were modeled after those ob-

tamed from the study of the A-B-O blood groups, and thus took into account

the contributions of both Landsteiner and Bernstein. It was shown by family

studies as well as by the methods of population genetics, that heredity of

the Rh-Hr types is by multiple allelic genes, and not by separate gene pairs,

either independent or linked, as in the case of the A-B-O groups. Thus, when

Fisher proposed his theory of triply linked genes, with separate loci for D-d,

C-c and E-e, he was merely reviving and elaborating a theory previously

considered and disproved. Thus he took a step backwards, as far as genetics

was concerned. With respect to serology, Fisher’s prediction of anti-d may

be compared with the prediction of anti-O. The suggestion has now been

made that while Fisher’s genetic and serologic ideas were admittedly in-

correct, his C-D-E symbols should nevertheless be retained because of their

attractive simplicity. But aside from the multiplicity of nomenclatures that

result, this would be very dangerous, because symbols not only report facts

but also teach by implication. Thus, by designating type rh blood as cdc/cde,

one teaches the false facts that there exist three pairs of Rh-Hr factors, C-c,

D-d and E-e, that these are inherited as triply linked genes, that there is a

one-to-one-to-one correspondence between genes, agglutinogens and anti-

bodies, and that by Rh-Hr typing one is genotyping when what is actually

being determined is a phenotype. Significantly, those who still advocate the

C-D-E notations, in complex situations themselves use so-called “shorthand”

notations, which are merely trivial moddIcations of the original Rh-Hr nomen-

clature.

The danger of confusion from the existence of more than one nomenclature

for the Rh-Hr system is particularly great in its medicolegal applications.

Therefore the Committee on Medicolegal Problems of the American Medical

Association appointed a subcommittee to prepare a report on the problem.

) This report79’8#{176} recommended the exclusive use of the original Rh-Hr nomen-

#{149}Atthe present time gene 0 is considered to be an amorph-i.e., not to give rise to

any corresponding specific agglutinogen. This is one of niany examples which demonstrate
the lack of validity of the simple one gvn(’-one antigen hypothesis.
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clature, and that the C-D-E notations be avoided in medicolegal reports.

Eight years have passed, and the time has come to extend this recommenda-

tion to all aspects of blood grouping. This would solve the problem of Rh-Hr

nomenclature, and thus be a fitting climax to the 25 years of progress which

have followed the announcement, in 1940, of the discovery of the Rh factor.

SUMMARIO IN INTERLINGUA

Es postulate que le nomenclatura, le genetica, e le serologia del gruppa-

mento de sanguines in le systema A-B-O es hodie, con minor exceptiones, ben

comprendite sed que isto non es le caso con respecto al systema Rh. Le

objectivo del presente communication es revistar le historia del clarification

del natura del systema A-B-O e indicar como le principios apprendite a base

de ille experientia pote esser applicate al correspondente clarification de as-

pectos controverse del systema Rh.
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